Afghan War, 2001 -- Congresses.

THE WAR IN AFGHANISTAN: A LEGAL ANALYSIS / MICHAEL N. SCHMITT, EDITOR.  
D 208.207:85. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

Agricultural credit -- United States.

CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT PANEL SPECIAL REPORT: FARM LOAN RESTRUCTURING.  
Y 3.2:C 76/3/F 22. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

Bankruptcy -- United States.

BANKRUPTCY AND DEBTOR/CREDITOR: EXAMPLES AND EXPLANATIONS / BRIAN A. BLUM.  
5th ed.  
KF1524.3 .B58 2010. LOCATION = LAW STUDY SKILLS COLLECTION.

Brandeis, Louis Dembitz, 1856-1941.

LOUIS D. BRANDEIS AND THE MAKING OF REGULATED COMPETITION, 1900-1932 / GERALD BERK.  
KF1609 .B47 2009. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Cost and standard of living -- England -- History -- To 1500.

STANDARDS OF LIVING IN THE LATER MIDDLE AGES: SOCIAL CHANGE IN ENGLAND, C. 1200-1520 / CHRISTOPHER DYER.  
Rev. ed.  
HC254 .D82 1998. LOCATION = LAW ENGLISH LEGAL HISTORY.
Domestic relations -- Social aspects -- United States.

RED FAMILIES V. BLUE FAMILIES: LEGAL POLARIZATION AND THE CREATION OF CULTURE / NAOMI CAHN AND JUNE CARBONE.
KF505 .C34 2010. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Economics -- Great Britain -- History -- Bibliography.

A SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR THE STUDY, SOURCES, AND LITERATURE OF ENGLISH MEDIEVAL ECONOMIC HISTORY / COMPILED BY A SEMINAR OF THE LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF HUBERT HALL.
New York : B. Franklin, [1960].
HC254.Z99 S4 1960. LOCATION = LAW ENGLISH LEGAL HISTORY.

Electronic evidence -- United States.

ELECTRONIC EVIDENCE AND DISCOVERY: WHAT EVERY LAWYER SHOULD KNOW NOW / MICHELE C.S. LANGE, KRISTIN M. NIMSGER.
2nd ed.
Chicago, Ill. : Section of Science & Technology Law, American Bar Association, c2009.
KF8947 .L36 2009. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

English language -- Synonyms and antonyms.

ROGET'S II: THE NEW THESAURUS / BY THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARIES.
3rd ed., [rev.].
PE1591 .R715 2003. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.

Evidence (Law) -- United States.

THE NEW WIGMORE: A TREATISE ON EVIDENCE: EVIDENTIAL PRIVILEGES / EDWARD J. IMWINKELRIED; RICHARD D. FRIEDMAN, GENERAL EDITOR.
2nd ed.
KF8935.A1 N49 2010. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Examinations -- Design and construction.

STATISTICAL TESTS FOR CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE IN A HIERARCHIAL MODEL FOR SPEED AND ACCURACY ON TEST ITEMS / WIM J. VAN DER LINDEN...[ET. AL.].
KF285 .L56. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
Flexible work arrangements -- United States.


Foreclosure -- Nevada -- Clark County.


Foreclosure -- United States -- Prevention.


Freedom of speech -- United States.

French language -- Dictionaries -- English.

PC2640 .C65 2009. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.

Gay rights -- United States.

GAY FAMILIES AND THE COURTS : THE QUEST FOR EQUAL RIGHTS / SUSAN GLUCK MEZUY.
KF4754.5 .M49 2009. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Great Britain -- Politics and government -- 1485-1603.

STUDIES IN TUDOR AND STUART POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT : PAPERS AND REVIEWS / G.R. ELTON.
JN181 .E48. LOCATION = LAW ENGLISH LEGAL HISTORY.

Indian youth -- Suicidal behavior -- United States.

YOUTH SUICIDE IN INDIAN COUNTRY : HEARING BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS, UNITED STATES SENATE, ONE HUNDRED ELEVENTH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION, FEBRUARY 26, 2009.
Y 4.IN 2/11:S.HRG.111-36. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

Indians of North America -- Land tenure -- Canada.

BEYOND THE INDIAN ACT : RESTORING ABORIGINAL PROPERTY RIGHTS / TOM FLANAGAN, CHRISTOPHER ALCANTARA, ANDRE LE DRESSAY.
KE7739.L3 F53 2010. LOCATION = LAW INDIAN LAW.

Indians of North America -- Legal status, laws, etc.

INDIAN LEGAL RESEARCH CLE SEMINAR : UNLOCKING THE SECRETS TO RESEARCHING INDIAN LAW: COURSE MATERIALS.
Tempe, AZ : Sandra Day O'Connor College of Law, Arizona State University, 2009
KF8210.L4 I52 2009. LOCATION = LAW INDIAN LAW.

INTRODUCTION TO TRIBAL LEGAL STUDIES / JUSTIN B. RICHLAND AND SARAH DEER.
2nd ed.
Lanham, Md. : AltaMira Press, c2010.
KF8205 .R53 2010. LOCATION = LAW INDIAN LAW.
Instructions to juries -- Arizona -- Forms.

REVISED ARIZONA JURY INSTRUCTIONS (CRIMINAL) / [PREPARED BY THE CRIMINAL JURY INSTRUCTIONS COMMITTEE OF THE STATE BAR OF ARIZONA.].
3rd ed.
[Phoenix, Ariz.] : State Bar of Arizona, Continuing Legal Education, 2008-
KFA2983.A65 A8 2008. LOCATION = LAW MEDIA.
KFA2983.A65 A8 2008. LOCATION = LAW RESERVE.

International law -- Vocational guidance.

CAREERS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW / SALLI ANNE SWARTZ, EDITOR.
3rd ed.
KZ1237 .C372 2008. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.

Internet gambling -- Law and legislation -- United States.

REGULATING INTERNET GAMBLING / TODD E. SIMMONS, EDITOR.
KF3992 .R44 2009. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Investments. Foreign (International law).

THE LAW OF INVESTMENT TREATIES / JESWALD W. SALACUSE.
K3830 .S25 2010. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Law -- Philosophy.

THE AUTHORITY OF LAW : ESSAYS ON LAW AND MORALITY / BY JOSEPH RAZ.
2nd ed.
BJ55 .R35 2009. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Law -- Poetry.

POETRY OF THE LAW : FROM CHAUCER TO THE PRESENT / EDITED BY DAVID KADER AND MICHAEL STANFORD.
Iowa City : University of Iowa Press, c2010.
PR1195.L37 P64 2010. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
Law enforcement -- United States -- Cases.

Law enforcement -- United States -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Law in literature.

Law School Admission Test.

Law School Admission Test -- Statistics.
AN EXPECTED RESPONSE FUNCTION APPROACH TO GRAPHICAL DIFFERENTIAL ITEM FUNCTIONING / DAVID J. SCRAMS, LORI D. MCLEOD. Newtown, PA : Law School Admission Council, c2009. KF285 .L57. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Law students -- United States -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
**Legal composition.**

THINKING LIKE A WRITER: A LAWYER'S GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE WRITING AND EDITING / STEVEN V. ARMSTRONG, TIMOTHY P. TERRELL.
3rd ed.
New York City: Practising Law Institute, c2009.
KF250 .A76 2009. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**London (England) -- Charters, grants, privileges.**

PRIVILEGIA LONDINI, OR, THE RIGHTS, LIBERTIES, PRIVILEGES, LAWS, AND CUSTOMS, OF THE CITY OF LONDON. ...
KD8882 .B64 2009. LOCATION = LAW ENGLISH LEGAL HISTORY.

**Memory.**

DELETE: THE VIRTUE OF FORGETTING IN THE DIGITAL AGE / VIKTOR MAYER-SCHONBERGER.
BF371 .M375 2009. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**Native title (Australia) -- Cases.**

COMPROMISED JURISPRUDENCE: NATIVE TITLE CASES SINCE MABO / LISA STRELEIN.
2nd ed.
KU716.7 .S77 2009. LOCATION = LAW FOREIGN & INTERNAT.

**Negotiation.**

BARGAINING WITH THE DEVIL: WHEN TO NEGOTIATE, WHEN TO FIGHT / ROBERT MNOOKIN.
1st Simon & Schuster hardcover ed.
BF637.N4 M58 2010. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**Psychoanalysis -- Dictionaries.**

A CRITICAL DICTIONARY OF PSYCHOANALYSIS / CHARLES RYCORFT.
2nd ed.
RC437 .R9 1995. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.
Scalia, Antonin.

AMERICAN ORIGINAL : THE LIFE AND CONSTITUTION OF SUPREME COURT JUSTICE ANTONIN SCALIA / JOAN BISKUPIC.
1st ed.
KF8745.S33 B57 2009. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Self-incrimination -- United States.

THE PRIVILEGE OF SILENCE : FIFTH AMENDMENT PROTECTIONS AGAINST SELF-INCrimINATION / STEVEN M. SALKY.
Chicago, Ill. : American Bar Association, Criminal Justice Section, c2009.
KF9668 .S25 2009. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Sex discrimination in employment -- United States.

KF285 .L55. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Status offenders -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States.

REPRESENTING JUVENILE STATUS OFFENDERS / HANNAH BENTON ... [ET AL.] ; PUBLICATION DIRECTORS, JESSICA R. KENDALL AND LISA PILNIK ; EDITED BY SALLY S. INADA AND CLAIRE S. CHIAMULERA.
KF9794 .R47 2010. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Technology -- Social aspects.

YOU ARE NOT A GADGET : A MANIFESTO / JARON LANIER.
1st ed.
HM851 .L358 2010. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Terrorism -- Periodicals.

New York, N.Y. : Oxford University Press, 2009-
HV6431 .T464 1979 v.107. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
HV6431 .T464 1979 v.108. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
HV6431 .T464 1979 v.109. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
HV6431 .T464 1979 v.110. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
Torts -- Thailand.

TORT, CUSTOM, AND KARMA: GLOBALIZATION AND LEGAL CONSCIOUSNESS IN THAILAND / DAVID M. ENGEL AND JARUWAN S. ENGEL.
KPT 834 .E545 2010. LOCATION = LAW FOREIGN & INTERNAT.

Troubled Asset Relief Program (U.S.)

CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT PANEL NOVEMBER OVERSIGHT REPORT: GUARANTEES AND CONTINGENT PAYMENTS IN TARP AND RELATED PROGRAMS.
Y 3.2:C 76/3/T 17. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT PANEL SEPTEMBER OVERSIGHT REPORT: THE USE OF TARP FUNDS IN THE SUPPORT AND REORGANIZATION OF THE DOMESTIC AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY.
Y 3.2:C 76/3/AU 8. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

OVERSIGHT OF TARP ASSISTANCE TO THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY: FIELD HEARING BEFORE THE CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT PANEL, ONE HUNDRED ELEVENTH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION, HEARING HELD IN DETROIT, MICHIGAN, JULY 27, 2009.
Y 3.2:C 76/3/AU 8/2. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

Troubled Asset Relief Program (U.S.) -- Management.

Y 3.2:C 76/3/AL 5. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

Y 3.2:C 76/3/G 27/2. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

United States. Dept. of the Interior. Office of the Assistant Secretary-Indian Affairs -- Officials and employees -- Selection and appointment.

Y 4.IN 2/11:S.HRG.111-97. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.
United States, Indian Health Service -- Officials and employees -- Selection and appointment.

Y 4.IN 2/11:S.HRG.111-88. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.

Water rights -- Arizona -- Fort Apache Indian Reservation.

Y 4.IN 2/11:S.HRG.111-66. LOCATION = LAW GOV DOCS STACKS.